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Abstract
Epistemologists who study credences have a well-developed account of how you should
change them when you learn new evidence; that is, when your body of evidence grows.
What’s more, they boast a diverse range of epistemic and pragmatic arguments that sup-
port that account. But they do not have a satisfactory account of when and how you
should change your credences when you become aware of possibilities and propositions
you have not entertained before; that is, when your awareness grows. In this paper, I con-
sider the arguments for the credal epistemologist’s account of how to respond to evidence,
and I ask whether they can help us generate an account of how to respond to awareness
growth. The results are surprising: the arguments that all support the same norms for
responding to evidence growth support a number of different norms when they are
applied to awareness growth. Some of these norms seem too weak, others too strong. I
ask what we should conclude from this, and argue that our credal response to awareness
growth is considerably less rigorously constrained than our credal response to new
evidence.
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Epistemologists who study partial beliefs or credences – often known as Bayesian epis-
temologists – boast a well-developed account of how you should change them when you
learn new evidence; that is, when your body of evidence grows. What’s more, over the
past century, they have provided a diverse range of epistemic and pragmatic arguments
that support that account. But they do not have a satisfactory account of when and how
you should change your credences when you become aware of possibilities and propo-
sitions you have not entertained before; that is, when your awareness grows. In this
paper, I consider the arguments for the credal epistemologist’s account of how to
respond to evidence, and I ask whether they can help us generate an account of how
to respond to awareness growth. The results are surprising: the arguments that all sup-
port the same norms for responding to evidence growth support a number of different
norms when they are applied to awareness growth. Some of these norms seem too weak,
others too strong. I ask what we should conclude from this, and argue that our credal
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response to awareness growth is considerably less constrained than our credal response
to new evidence.

Suppose you are considering the political commitments of your friend Jan.
Currently, you categorize a person’s political views using the concepts liberal, centrist,
and conservative. So you assign credences to three possibilities: Jan is a liberal, Jan is a
centrist, and Jan is a conservative. Your current credences in these possibilities are
known as your priors. Now you learn for certain that Jan isn’t a conservative. What
should be your new or posterior credences in the possibilities? The standard diachronic
credal norm of Bayesian Conditionalization says that your posterior credence in a prop-
osition should be your prior credence in that proposition conditional on the evidence
you’ve learned; that is, if E is your evidence and X is any proposition to which you
assigned a prior credence, Bayesian Conditionalization demands that your posterior cre-
dence in X is the proportion of the prior credence you assigned to E that you also
assigned to X; that is, it is the ratio of your prior credence in X & E to your prior cre-
dence in E. So, if your prior credences were these:

Jan is a liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

3/12 2/12 7/12

And if your evidence is that Jan isn’t a conservative, then your posterior credences
should be these:

Jan is a liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

3/5 2/5 0

But suppose that, rather than learning that Jan isn’t a conservative, you learn no new
evidence at all, and instead become aware of a proposition that you have not considered
before and to which you do not assign a prior credence. Suppose, for instance, you learn
no new evidence, but instead acquire a new concept; in particular, you acquire the concept
leftist. You then use this concept to construct a new proposition, Jan is a leftist. You did
not previously assign a credence to this proposition. What posterior credence should you
assign to it? And what posterior credences should you assign to the other propositions,
namely, those to which you did assign priors? For instance, if your priors were these:

Jan is a liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

3/12 2/12 7/12

What should your posteriors be?

Jan is a leftist Jan is a liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

? ? ? ?

Or suppose I begin by categorising a person’s political affiliation not as liberal, cen-
trist, or conservative, but as left or right. So I assign priors to Jan is on the left and Jan is
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on the right. But now I learn that, as well as this economic axis, there is another dimen-
sion along which a person’s politics can be categorised, namely, the social axis. So I
acquire the concepts authoritarian and libertarian. I thereby become aware of the pro-
positions Jan is a left-libertarian, Jan is a right-libertarian, Jan is a left-authoritarian,
and Jan is a right-authoritarian. Again, the question arises: What posterior credences
should I assign to these new propositions? And what posterior credences should I assign
to the other propositions, namely, those to which I did assign priors? For instance, if
your priors were these:

Jan is on the left Jan is on

4/5 1/5

What should your posteriors be?

Jan is
left-libertarian

Jan is
left-authoritarian

Jan is
right-libertarian

Jan is
right-authoritarian

? ? ? ?

In the relatively small literature that treats cases like this, they tend to be called cases
of awareness growth.1 Typically, cases of awareness growth divide into two groups:
refinement cases and expansion cases. In a refinement case, I refine a possibility or pos-
sibilities I previously considered. This is what happens, for instance, when I split Jan is
on the left into Jan is left-libertarian and Jan is left-authoritarian, and split Jan is on the
right into Jan is right-libertarian and Jan is right-authorianism. In an expansion case, on
the other hand, I learn of a new possibility that is not a refinement of any possibility I
have considered before. This happens when add a fourth possibility, namely, Jan is a
leftist to the three I previously considered, namely, Jan is liberal, Jan is a centrist, and
Jan is conservative.

So our question is this: what norms, if any, govern the relationship between the cre-
dences I assign before the awareness growth and the credences I assign afterwards?

1. Terminology

Before we begin, it will be helpful to introduce a little terminology. We represent your
credal state at a given time by your credence function. This is a mathematical function c
that takes each proposition X to which you assign a credence at that time and returns
the credence c(X ) that you assign. We call the set F containing all of the propositions
to which you assign a credence your agenda. And we represent your credences on a scale
from 0, which is minimal credence or 0%, to 1, which is maximal credence or 100%. So,
if your agenda at a given time is the set of propositions F , if X is in F , and if c is your
credence function, then c(X ) is at least 0 and at most 1.

Throughout, I will assume that your credence function is probabilistic. Suppose F is
a Boolean algebra of propositions, so that it includes ¬X whenever it contains X and it
contains X ∨ Y and X & Y whenever it contains X and Y. Then c is probabilistic so long

1For a state-of-the-art philosophical treatment of these cases, see Steele and Stefánsson (2021). For other
treatments, see Karni and Vierø (2013), Bradley (2017), Roussos (2020), Mahtani (2021), and Canson (Ms).
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as (i) it assigns credence 1 to all tautologies and credence 0 to all contradictions and (ii)
the credence it assigns to a disjunction of two contradictory propositions is the sum of
the credences it assigns to the disjuncts. Now suppose F is not a Boolean algebra. Then
c is probabilistic so long as it is possible to extend c to a probabilistic credence function
on a Boolean algebra that contains F as a subset.

Bayesian Conditionalization says that, if c defined on F is your credence function
before you learn evidence E, and c′ defined on F is your credence function after you

learn it, and if c(E) > 0, then it ought to be that c′(X) = c(X|E) = c(X & E)
c(E) for all X

in F .
Knowing different readers favour different levels of formalization, in what follows, I

will not give any mathematical or symbolic presentation of a point without first giving it
informally.

2. Impermissivism and awareness growth

Let me clear the ground for our discussion by noting that there are certain Bayesians
who have ready-made answers to the problem of awareness growth. These are the pro-
ponents of impermissivism or the Uniqueness Thesis (Kopec and Titelbaum 2016). For
them, there are no fundamental diachronic norms; not in the case of awareness growth
and not in the case of evidential growth. Instead, at the fundamental level, there are just
synchronic norms, but they are strong enough to determine exactly which credences
you should have at any point in your epistemic life, and therefore at any point just
after your awareness has grown. For instance, one brand of impermissivist says that
your credences should match the so-called evidential probabilities conditional on
your total evidence (Williamson 2000); another says your credences should maximize
Shannon entropy among those that respect your total evidence, where Shannon entropy
is a mathematical function taken to measure how unopinionated your credences are
(Paris and Vencovská 1990; Jaynes 2003; Williamson 2010). Either way, the posterior
credences you should have are wholly determined without reference to your prior
credences.

3. Reverse Bayesianism and its discontents

Let’s suppose, then, that we are not impermissivists about credal rationality – we are,
instead, permissivists. What diachronic norms might we then impose on our credal
response to awareness growth?

The most promising such norm is Reverse Bayesian. The standard diachronic credal
norm, Bayesian Conditionalization, says that, upon learning a proposition with cer-
tainty, your posterior credences should be your prior credences conditional on that
proposition. This is equivalent to demanding that, if you learn a proposition with cer-
tainty, your new posterior in that proposition should be 1, and the ratio between your
posterior credences in two propositions that each entail that evidence should be the
same as the ratio between your prior credences in those two propositions. Reverse
Bayesianism says that, if your awareness grows so that you have to assign posterior cre-
dences to new propositions of which you’ve just become aware as well as to the old ones
to which you assigned priors, and if you learn no new evidence, then, for certain pairs of
propositions, the ratio between your posterior credences in them should be the same as
the ratio between your prior credences in them. Which pairs of propositions? Any two
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drawn from a certain subset of F , the set of propositions to which you assigned cre-
dences before your awareness grew. We’ll call this subset F†. Keeping F† unspecified
for the moment, here is the schematic version of Reverse Bayesianism in symbols:

Reverse Bayesianism (RB) Suppose

• c defined on F is your credence function at t,
• c′ defined on F′ is your credence function at t′,
• F # F′, and
• between t and t′, the only epistemically relevant thing that happens to
you is that you become aware of the propositions in F′ that aren’t in F .

Then, for all X, Y in F† # F , it should be that

c(X)
c(Y)

= c′(X)
c′(Y)

We obtain different versions by specifying different subsets F† of the prior agenda
F . We’ll consider two: first, the version that Steele and Stefánsson (2021) consider in
their book; second, a version closer to the original formulation by Karni and Vierø
(2013).2

For Steele and Stefánsson, F† is the set of propositions from F that are basic in F ,
where a proposition is basic in F if it does not contain any other proposition in F as a
logical component. For instance, if F = X,Y,¬X,X � Y{ }, then X and Y are basic in
F , but ¬X and X � Y are not.

Anna Mahtani (2021) provides a counterexample to this version of Reverse
Bayesianism. You are staying with a friend, Bob, and while alone in the kitchen you
hear someone singing in the shower. You assign credences to four propositions:

• Landlord, which says it’s the landlord of the flat who is singing,
• Tenant, which says it’s a tenant of the flat,
• Bob, which says that Bob is the singer, and
• Bob → Tenant, which says if Bob is the singer, then the singer is a tenant.

You assign credence 1
2 to Landlord and 1

2 to Bob. Knowing Bob is a tenant, you assign
credence 1 to Bob → Tenant. And knowing no-one can be both landlord and tenant,
you assign 1

2 to Tenant. But now it occurs to you that there might be another tenant.
You thus become aware of two further propositions to which you will now need to
assign credences:

• Other, which says that it is someone other than Bob or the Landlord singing; and
• Other → Tenant, which says that the other singer is a tenant.

You’re certain that there is only one landlord, so you assign credence 1 to Other
→Tenant. What do you assign to Other? According to Reverse Bayesianism, the ratios
between your posterior credences in Landlord, Tenant, and Bob should be the same as

2Richard Bradley (2017) proposes a closely related principle, which he calls Rigid Extension. The coun-
terexamples to the two versions of Reverse Bayesianism that I consider are equally counterexamples to that.
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the ratios between your prior credences in them, since these are the basic propositions
of F . But that entails that your posterior credence in Bob must equal your new credence
in Tenant, since that was the case for your priors. And thus, if your posterior credences
are to be probabilistic and they assign credence 1 to Other → Tenant, they must assign
credence 0 to Other. And that doesn’t seem right. Mahtani concludes that this version
of Reverse Bayesianism is wrong, and I agree.

Next, a version of Reverse Bayesianism that is closer to Karni and Vierø’s original.
Here, if F contains some propositions that are pairwise disjoint and for each of which
there is no stronger proposition in F , then we let F† be the largest set of such proposi-
tions. For instance, F might include only the three possibilities, Jan is a liberal, Jan is a
centrist, and Jan is a conservative, and F′ might then divide the first into Jan is an ordo-
liberal and Jan is a classical liberal, while leaving the second and third untouched. In
this case, F† = F . Now suppose you initially assign equal credences of 1/3 to the
three possibilities in F . That is,

Jan is a liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

1/3 1/3 1/3

Now suppose you learn that liberals in fact divide further into ordoliberals and classical
liberals. Having discovered the logical space of political views includes four positions
rather than three, you might quite reasonably wish to assign equal credences of 1/4
to each. That is,

Jan is an ordoliberal Jan is a classical liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4

For instance, you might reason as follows: ‘When I set my initial priors over the original
three possibilities, I had no information about the prevalence of the three political posi-
tions among people in my society nor any information about their prevalence among
people relevantly like Jan nor even any information about what properties of Jan
would be relevant. So, I divided my credences equally between them. Now, having
learned that there are in fact four such positions and still having no relevant informa-
tion about their prevalence, I want to divide my credences equally between these four
possibilities. I want to do this because it is how I would have assigned my priors if I’d
been aware of the larger range of possibilities from the outset.’3

However, if you respond to the awareness growth in this way, you thereby violate the
version of Reverse Bayesianism that we’re currently considering. After all, Jan is a liberal
and Jan is a conservative are both in F†, and yet your prior credences in them are equal,
while your posteriors are not, since your posterior credence that Jan is a liberal is the

3You might respond that ordoliberal and classical liberal are not categories at the same level of classifi-
cation as liberal, centrist, and conservative. The latter are categories, perhaps, while the former are subcat-
egories of the first of them in much the same way as Panthera and Neofelis are genera, while Panthera leo
and Panthera onca are species within the former. But, at least in the case of political categorizations, it is not
at all clear that we should respect the standard hierarchy of levels of categorization when we set our cre-
dences. For of course it can be a politically astute move to have your political position accepted as belonging
to one of the higher levels in this categorization. So those levels should not be taken to indicate anything
about the prevalence of those positions that belong to them.
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sum of your posterior credence that she’s an ordoliberal and your posterior credence
she’s a classical liberal, and each of those is equal to your posterior credence she’s
conservative.

Mahtani’s example and mine share the same structure. In each, the awareness growth
leads you to divide certain possibilities you had previously considered into more fine-
grained possibilities, but it does not divide each of the original possibilities into the
same number of new possibilities. And each shows that it is rational for you to violate
a particular version of Reverse Bayesianism. For these reasons, I think Reverse
Bayesianism must be wrong.

4. Looking to the arguments

When we seek to extend an existing norm – such as Bayesian Conditionalization – to
cover a broader range of cases than it currently governs – such as the cases of awareness
growth – there are a number of ways to proceed. We might simply consult our intui-
tions about the new cases and try to think of a general norm that captures all of
those intuitions; we might think about the intuitive, informal motivation for the ori-
ginal norm and ask what that motivates in the new cases; or we might think about
the more formal, philosophical arguments for the original norm and ask what happens
when you apply them to these new cases. In this section, I’d like to do the latter and
extend the existing arguments for Bayesian Conditionalization so that they cover not
only cases in which you respond to new substantial evidence about the world, but
also to cases in which your awareness grows.

Recall: Bayesian Conditionalization says that, if between an earlier and a later time,
the only epistemically relevant thing that happens to you is that you learn a proposition
with certainty, and if your prior credence function at the earlier time gave positive cre-
dence to that proposition, then your posterior credence at the later time should be
obtained from your prior by conditioning on the proposition; that is, your posterior cre-
dences should be your prior credences conditional on the evidence you’ve acquired. In
symbols:

Bayesian Conditionalization (BC) Suppose:

(i) c defined on F is your credence function at t;
(ii) c′ defined on F is your credence function at t′;
(iii) between t and t′, the only epistemically relevant thing that

happens to you is that you learn proposition E with certainty.

Then, if c(E) > 0, then it should be that, for all X in F ,

c′(X) = c(X|E) =df .
c(X& E)
c(E)

I’ll consider six arguments for this norm. They differ from each other along three
dimensions. First: some argue directly that you should update by conditioning on
your evidence, while others argue first that you should plan to update by conditioning
on your evidence and second that you should follow through on any such updating
plans. Second: some argue for a narrow scope norm, while others argue for a wide
scope norm. Third: some argue for the norm by appealing to pragmatic considerations
and some appeal to purely epistemic considerations.
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Applied to the case of evidential growth, all of these arguments support Bayesian
Conditionalization. But, when applied to the case of awareness growth, different argu-
ments support different norms. Indeed, there are three norms supported by these argu-
ments: Anything Goes, which is the trivial norm that places no constraints on your
posterior; Weak Reflection Principle, which says that your prior places some reasonably
modest constraints; and Conservatism, which says your prior places implausibly strict
constraints.

4.1. Planning + narrow scope + pragmatic argument

The first argument for Bayesian Conditionalization is due to Peter M. Brown (1976). To
present it, I must first set up some machinery. As above, let F be the set of propositions
to which you assign credences at the earlier and later time. As in all the arguments we’ll
consider, we assume that F is finite. Now let WF be the set of classically consistent
assignments of truth values to the propositions in F . We might think of these as pos-
sible worlds grained only as finely as is needed to determine the truth value of each
proposition in F . We call them the possible worlds relative to F . Brown makes the fur-
ther assumption that, for each w in WF , there is a proposition that is true at w and only
at w. We might think of this as the state description of this world. We abuse notation
and write this as w as well.

Brown’s argument then assumes that there is some set E # F of propositions from
which the evidence you acquire between the earlier and later time will come; and he
assumes that E is a partition of logical space. That is, for each world w in WF , there
is exactly one E in E that is true at w. An updating plan ron E is then a function that
takes a proposition E in E and returns the posterior credence function rE the plan
asks you to adopt should you learn E with certainty. We say that an updating plan r
on E is a conditionalizing plan on E for your prior c if, for each element E of E to
which c assigns positive credence, the plan tells you to respond to learning it by

conditioning c on it. That is, if c(E) > 0, then rE(−) = c(−|E) = c(− & E)
c(E) . Note:

there can be more than one conditionalizing plan for a given prior, since a conditiona-
lizing plan may recommend any posterior it likes as its response to a piece of evidence
to which the prior assigns zero credence.

Next, imagine that, at the later time, after you’ve updated your credences in response
to the evidence you’ve acquired, you will face a decision between a number of options.
Let A be the set of options between which you must choose. Given an option a in A
and a possible world w in WF , we write u(a, w) for the pragmatic utility you assign to
the outcome of choosing a if w is the actual world. Brown assumes that you will choose
the option with the greatest expected pragmatic utility, where that expected utility is cal-
culated from the point of view of the credences you’ll have at that time, which are of
course the posteriors that your updating plan recommends. We can therefore assign
pragmatic utilities not only to the options at a possible world, but also to an updating
plan at a possible world. After all, given a world w, there is a unique Ew in E that you
will learn if w is the actual world; it is the unique proposition from E that is true at w.
And an updating plan r will then require you to adopt rEw as your posterior. And then
you will be required to choose from A the option arEw that boasts maximum expected
utility from the point of view of rEw . So we can take the pragmatic utility of r at w to be
the utility of arEw at w. That is, u(r, w) = u(arEw , w). And we can then calculate the
expected pragmatic utility of an updating plan r from the point of view of a prior c:
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Expc(u(r)) =
∑

w[WF

c(w)u(r,w) =
∑

w[WF

c(w)u(arEw ,w)

Brown then shows that:

(i) for any updating plan that is a conditionalizing plan for your prior and any
decision problem you might face, the updating plan maximizes pragmatic
expected utility from the point of view of your prior; and

(ii) for any updating plan that isn’t a conditionalizing plan for your prior, there is
some decision problem you might face for which this plan does not maximize
the expected utility from the point of view of your prior.

He takes this to establish that you should plan to update by conditioning. To establish
Bayesian Conditionalization, we must add something more. We must add something
like the norm that Sarah Paul calls Diachronic Continence, which says that, if you intend
to do something w at a later time conditional on something else E happening in the
interim, and if you acquire no reason to abandon that intention in the interim, then,
if E does happen, you are rationally required to w (Paul 2014).4 Then Bayesian
Conditionalization follows.

How might we adapt this argument to cover the case in which it is not your evidence
that grows but your awareness? There are two potential obstacles. As we will see, only
one is surmountable.

First, what is an updating plan in this situation? When you anticipate learning new
evidence between the two times, your updating plan is a function defined on the set of
possible pieces of evidence you might acquire. When we think about awareness growth
rather than evidential growth, your updating plan must be a function defined on the set
of different ways your awareness might grow between the earlier and later times. So far,
so good. But what does this formal account of the updating plan as a mathematical
function represent in you as the individual with the plan? In the evidential case, we
take it to represent something like a conditional plan or commitment or intention;
that is, a plan or commitment or intention to do something – i.e., update in a particular
way – conditional on something else happening – i.e., you receive a certain piece of evi-
dence. And, at least implicitly, we take this plan to be something you might yourself
consciously formulate and choose to adopt. But we can’t do that in the case of aware-
ness growth. In the case Brown considers, you can know the different possible pieces of
evidence you might receive before you receive any of them. But you can’t do that with
awareness growth. As soon as I consider a particular way in which my awareness might
grow, it immediately grows in exactly that way. I can’t sit and wonder how I’d respond
were I to consider the possibility of a second tenant in Bob’s flat, since by doing so I
already consider that possibility. I can’t sit and wonder how I’d distribute my credences
were I to learn the concept of a political leftist and formulate the proposition that my
friend Jan is a leftist, since by entertaining that possibility, my awareness already grows
in that way.

I think there are two responses to this concern. On the first, we think of updating
plans not as commitments that we consciously entertain and adopt, but rather as

4Paul herself is sceptical about Diachronic Continence in general. Michael Bratman (2012) argues in its
favour from the assumption that we must, as agents, desire self-governance. I won’t pursue the objections to
Diachronic Continence here.
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dispositions to update in a particular way. You can easily have a disposition to do some-
thing in response to a particular stimulus without being at all aware of the possibility of
that stimulus. So the worry from above does not arise if we conceive of updating plans
like that. On the second response, we think of updating plans not as mental states that
an individual is ever actually in, whether consciously or unconsciously, whether dispo-
sitions or intentions, but rather as devices we use to determine the rationality of an indi-
vidual’s posterior. So, we don’t imagine that the individual actually has an updating
plan and then assess its rationality and demand that they follow through on that
plan when their evidence or their awareness grows; instead, we look at how they actually
updated and say that they did so rationally if there is any updating plan that it would
have been rational for them to adopt had they been able to adopt it, and which would
have given rise to their actual posterior had they followed it.

So I think we can make sense of updating plans in the case of awareness growth. But
then our extension of Brown’s argument runs into a further obstacle. It asks us to use
our prior to calculate the expected pragmatic utility of a particular updating plan. To do
this, we have to specify the pragmatic utility of an updating plan r at a possible world w
in WF . In the case of evidential growth, we assumed that r is defined on E, which is a
partition of the worlds in WF . If that’s the case, by specifying a world, we thereby spe-
cify the evidence we’d learn if that were the actual world, and thereby specify the pos-
terior the updating plan demands at that world. But in the case of awareness growth, if
we specify a world w in WF , we don’t thereby specify the way our awareness will grow,
because these worlds are only grained as finely as is needed to determine the truth
values of the propositions in F , and the individual does not have opinions about
how their awareness will grow, and so the worlds don’t specify this. Indeed, that’s
the moral of the argument above: if they were to have opinions about the ways in
which their awareness might grow, their awareness would already have grown in that
way. So there is no way to calculate the expected pragmatic utility of an updating
plan in the case of awareness growth. As a result, any analogue of Brown’s argument
places no constraints on your updating plan and therefore no constraints on your pos-
terior. That is, if this argument establishes anything, it’s Anything Goes.

Now, you might think that this is too quick.5 While the individual does not have
credences about how their awareness might grow and so does not have the credences
required to calculate the expected pragmatic utility to which Brown’s argument appeals,
you might think that the credences that they do assign place constraints on any cre-
dence function you might use to calculate that expectation on their behalf. For instance,
you might think it would be legitimate to calculate that expectation using any credence
function that extends the individual’s prior in such a way that the extension is coherent
but now assigns credences to the different possible ways in which their awareness might
grow. And in fact, if we do this, Brown’s argument will entail a substantial norm that
governs how we should respond to awareness growth. It entails Conservatism, which
says that you should retain your credences in any proposition to which you assigned
credences before your awareness grew. The reason is that, using any such extended cre-
dence function in this case is formally indistinguishable from taking this extended cre-
dence function to be the individual’s prior in Brown’s argument for Bayesian
Conditionalization and then assuming that the individual is sure to learn a tautological
proposition – that is, the partition from which their evidence will come contains just
one proposition and it is a tautology. In this case, Brown’s argument says that the

5Thanks to Alejandro Pérez Carballo for pushing me to consider this proposal.
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individual should retain their prior credence function as their posterior one. So any cre-
dence function that extends the individual’s prior will say that this prior will lead them
to the best choices in expectation. And that, you might think, gives a good argument for
Conservatism.

The problem with this argument is that it isn’t clear why only extensions of an indi-
vidual’s prior are legitimate vantage points from which to assess the pragmatic value of
some candidate posteriors. In a sense, the very question at issue in this paper asks which
vantage points the individual would consider legitimate when they are required to
define their credence function over new propositions. So it begs the question in favour
of Conservatism to assume that they only legitimate vantage points are those that
extend their prior.

4.2. Planning + narrow scope + epistemic argument

The same problem arises for the epistemic version of Brown’s argument, which is given
by Greaves and Wallace (2006). In Brown’s pragmatic argument, we asked which updat-
ing plan maximizes expected pragmatic utility from the point of view of your prior. In
this argument, we ask which maximizes expected epistemic utility from that point of
view. At a given world, we take the epistemic utility of an updating plan to be the epi-
stemic utility of the posterior it recommends as a response to the evidence you would
obtain at that world; and we take the epistemic utility of a credence function at a world
to be a measure of how well the posterior does from a purely epistemic point of view at
that world. That is, if your epistemic utility function is eu, then the epistemic utility of a
credence function c at a world w is eu(c, w), and the epistemic utility of an updating
plan r at a world w is eu(r, w) = eu(rEw , w). These measures of epistemic utility
might capture many different epistemic features of the credence function, but they
will often take its epistemic utility at a world to be its accuracy at that world, which
might be understood as its proximity to the credence function it would be ideal to
have at that world, which assigns maximal credence to all truths and minimal credence
to all falsehoods.6

Greaves and Wallace assume that epistemic utility functions are strictly proper. That
is, each probabilistic credence function expects every other credence function to have
lower epistemic utility than it expects itself to have. If we assume that your measure
of epistemic utility is strictly proper, then Greaves and Wallace show:

(i) any updating plan that is a conditionalizing plan for your prior maximizes
expected epistemic utility from the point of view of your prior; and

(ii) any updating plan that isn’t a conditionalizing plan for your prior does not
maximize expected epistemic utility from the point of view of your prior.

But now the same problem we faced when we tried to extend Brown’s argument to
cover cases of awareness growth arises again here. For what is the epistemic utility of an
updating plan at a world in this case? In the evidential case, it is the epistemic utility of
the posterior that the updating plan demands in response to the evidence that you will
learn at that world. But in the awareness growth case, the worlds about which you have
an opinion beforehand do not specify the ways in which your awareness might grow,

6For details of the accuracy-first view of epistemic value for credences, see Joyce (1998) and Pettigrew
(2016).
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and so we cannot define the epistemic utility of the updating plan at one of those
worlds.

4.3. Planning + wide scope + pragmatic argument

The third argument for Bayesian Conditionalization is due to David Lewis (1999), though
I’ll present a slight variant. This argument fares better than the previous two. As before, it
argues first for planning to condition your prior on your evidence, and secondly for fol-
lowing through on that plan. The first part works by providing an argument for two
norms that, together, entail that you should plan to update by conditioning on your evi-
dence. The first norm says that your prior should be a mixture or weighted average of the
possible posteriors you might adopt if you follow your updating plan. In symbols:

Weak Reflection Principle (WRP) Suppose

(i) c defined on F is your prior credence function;
(ii) r is your updating plan;
(iii) r′1, . . . , r

′
n defined on F′

1, . . . , F′
n are all the possible credence functions that

your updating plan might require you to adopt, where F # F′
1, . . . , F′

n;
(iv) r1, …, rn are the restrictions of r′1, . . . , r

′
n to F .

Then it should be that c is a mixture of r1, …, rn. That is, there should be non-
negative real numbers λ1, …, λn that sum to 1 such that, for all propositions X in F ,

c(X) = l1r1(X)+ . . .+ lnrn(X)

The second norm says that you should plan to become certain in whatever evidence
you acquire.

Evidential Certainty Suppose r is your updating plan. Then, it should be that, for
each E in E,rE(E) = 1.

It’s reasonably straightforward to show that the Weak Reflection Principle and
Evidential Certainty entail that your updating plan should be a conditionalizing plan.
The second part of the argument is the same as before: we assume something like
Diachronic Continence, which we met in section 4.1, and infer Bayesian Conditionalization.

How to establish the Weak Reflection Principle and Evidential Certainty? Here is an
argument I have given for the first (Pettigrew 2021):

(i) if you violate the Weak Reflection Principle, there is a set of bets that your priors
will lead you to accept at the earlier time and a set of bets that any of the pos-
sible posteriors will lead you to accept at the later time such that, taken together,
these will lose you money at all possible worlds relative to your agenda; and

(ii) if you satisfy the Weak Reflection Principle, there can be no such sets of bets.

And here is the argument for the second:

(i) if you violate Evidential Certainty, then there are bets you will accept if you learn
a certain piece of evidence that will lose you money at all possible worlds relative
to your agenda at which you learn that evidence; and

(ii) if you satisfy Evidential Certainty, there can be no such sets of bets.
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So much for the case of evidence growth. How does this argument fare in the case of
awareness growth? Well, it’s pretty much custom-made for the purpose. Indeed, the
Weak Reflection Principle already furnishes us with a norm that governs the updating
plans required for this case. However you plan to respond to each of the possible expan-
sions of your agenda, it had better be that your prior is a mixture of the possible poster-
iors your plan might bequeath to you.

One problem with this argument is that the norm it establishes in the case of aware-
ness growth is slightly toothless. Requiring only that the prior is a mixture of the pos-
sible posteriors does nothing to rule out rather bizarre updating plans. Suppose, for
instance, that your prior is defined on only two exclusive propositions, Jan is on the
left and Jan is on the right. And suppose that there are two ways your awareness
might grow: you might divide Jan is on the left into two more fine-grained possibilities,
Jan is a socialist and Jan is a communist, and leave Jan is on the right untouched; or you
might divide Jan is on the right into Jan is a social conservative and Jan is a fiscal con-
servative leave Jan is on the left untouched. Suppose you currently assign these
credences:

Jan is on the left Jan is on the right

1/2 1/2

If your awareness growth leads you to divide Jan is on the left into Jan is a socialist and
Jan is a communist, you’ll adopt these credences:

Jan is a socialist Jan is a communist Jan is on the right

3/12 2/12 7/12

If your awareness growth leads you to divide Jan is a conservative into Jan is a social
conservative and Jan is a fiscal conservative, you’ll adopt these credences:

Jan is on the left Jan is a social conservative Jan is a fiscal conservative

7/12 2/12 3/12

Then you satisfy the Weak Reflection Principle. Indeed, in general, that principle per-
mits you to plan to respond to a particular way your awareness might grow in a bizarre
and seemingly unmotivated way providing you plan to respond to related ways your
awareness might grow in an equally bizarre and unmotivated way, since they then bal-
ance out to give your sensible prior!

The problem becomes even more acute if we interpret updating plans as hypothetical
posits used to understand the rationality of actual updating behaviour in the way I
sketched above. There I said that we might assess the rationality of actual updating
behaviour by asking whether there was some rationally permitted updating plan that
would lead you to update in this way if you were to follow it. The problem is that, if
there is more than one way your awareness might grow, then, for any updating behav-
iour whatsoever, there is some updating plan defined on the different ways your aware-
ness might grow that recommends that you update exactly as you did if your awareness
grows in the way it did. For any prior and any posterior, there is an alternative posterior
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such that the prior is a mixture of the two possible posteriors. So, on this interpretation
of updating plans in the case of awareness growth, the Weak Reflection Principle
imposes no constraints.

4.4. Planning + wide scope + epistemic argument

R. A. Briggs and I have given an epistemic analogue of Lewis’ pragmatic argument for
Bayesian Conditionalization, and it has recently been corrected and improved by
Michael Nielsen (Briggs and Pettigrew 2020; Nielsen 2021). Again, I present a slight
variation that goes via my argument for the Weak Reflection Principle. For this, we
must assume not only that our measures of epistemic utility are strictly proper as we
did above, but also that they are additive. This means that there is, for each proposition
X, a measure leuX of the epistemic utility of assigning different credences to X at differ-
ent possible worlds, and that the epistemic utility of an entire credence function is the
sum of the epistemic utilities of the individual credences it assigns: so, if c is defined on
F , then eu(c, w) = ∑

X[F leuX(c(X), w). We call leu a local epistemic utility function
and eu a global epistemic utility function. With those assumptions, I obtain the follow-
ing (Pettigrew 2021):

(i) if your prior is not a mixture of your possible posteriors, then there is an alter-
native prior, and, for each possible posterior, an alternative to that, such that,
your prior and any of the possible posteriors, taken together, have lower epi-
stemic utility than the alternative prior and the corresponding alternative pos-
terior at any possible world relative to your agenda; and

(ii) if your prior is a mixture of your possible posteriors, there is no such alternative.

So now we have an epistemic argument for the Weak Reflection Principle. In the case of
evidential growth, this can be leveraged into an argument for planning to condition on
your evidence and then into an argument for Bayesian Conditionalization. In the case of
awareness growth, it already provides a norm. But the concerns I raised about its tooth-
lessness return here.

4.5. Direct + narrow scope + epistemic argument

We turn now to two arguments that try to show directly that you should condition on
your evidence, rather than showing first that you should plan to do so and then arguing
that you should do what you plan to do. Here again, the pragmatic and epistemic argu-
ments are very similar. I’ll begin this time with the epistemic argument, which is due to
Dmitri Gallow (2019), improving on an original argument that Hannes Leitgeb and I
gave (Leitgeb and Pettigrew 2010). As with the epistemic arguments from the previous
section, we begin with a epistemic utility function eu. As before, we assume that it is
strictly proper and additive.

Now Gallow thinks that such an epistemic utility function is appropriate if you care
about your epistemic utility at all of the possible worlds. But, as our evidence increases,
it rules out more and more worlds as possible. And when that happens we should no
longer care about the epistemic value of our credences at those worlds. So, for Gallow,
our epistemic utility function should change as our evidence changes. At the beginning
of our epistemic life, when we have no evidence, it should be strictly proper. But then
later, when we have a particular body of evidence, it should match our original epi-
stemic utility function for those worlds at which the evidence is true; but it should
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take a constant value of 0 at those worlds at which the evidence is false. By doing that,
we encode into our epistemic utility function the fact that we do not care about the
epistemic value of our credence function at those worlds that our evidence has ruled
out. In symbols: Suppose that, when you have no evidence, your epistemic utility
function is eu – that is, eu(c, w) measures the epistemic value of having credence function
c at world w. Then, if at some future point your total evidence is given by the proposition
E – that is, E is the conjunction of all propositions in your evidence – then your epistemic
utility function should be euE, which we define as follows:

euE(c, w) := eu(c, w) if E is true at w
0 if E is false at w

{

Then, Gallow shows that the posterior that maximizes expected epistemic value from
the point of view of your prior and when your epistemic utility function is determined
by your new evidence in the way just defined is the one demanded by Bayesian
Conditionalization.

How might we adapt this argument to apply to the case of awareness growth? Let’s
take the two types of case, refinement and expansion, in turn. First, refinement. For
instance, let’s recall the example in which you initially consider the possibilities that
Jan is a liberal, a centrist, or a conservative, and then become aware of the distinction
within liberalism between ordoliberalism and classical liberalism and so come to divide
that possibility in two. Your initial credences are:

Jan is a liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

1/3 1/3 1/3

How should you now set your credences in these four possibilities? Gallow’s argument
suggests you should maximize expected epistemic utility from the point of view of your
priors. So we take each credence function defined on the expanded set of possibilities
that includes ordoliberalism, classical liberalism, centrism, and conservatism, and we
measure its epistemic utility at each world, and then we weight that epistemic utility
by your prior credence in that world, and sum them up to give their expected epistemic
utility; and we pick the one with the greatest expected epistemic utility. The problem is
that there is a mismatch between the worlds on which your prior credences are defined
and the worlds at which the epistemic utility of a credence function on the expanded set
of possibilities is defined. The former only specify whether Jan is liberal, centrist, or
conservative, while the latter must specify whether she is ordoliberal, classical liberal,
centrist, or conservative. So we can use our prior credences only to assess the epistemic
utility of posterior credences defined on the original, unexpanded agenda. But we can
do that. So what does Gallow’s argument tell us about them? Well, since you don’t learn
any new evidence between the earlier and the later time, according to Gallow, my epi-
stemic utility function should stay the same. And so my prior credences in Jan is a lib-
eral, Jan is a centrist, and Jan is a conservative will expect themselves to be the best
posteriors as well. So Gallow’s argument seems to suggest that I should assign the
same credences to those three possibilities before and after I’ve come to realize that
there are two different ways in which Jan might be a liberal. But of course this is
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precisely what I suggested above is not required. This says that there must be some
credence p between 0 and 1/3 such that my posteriors are:

Jan is an ordoliberal Jan is a classical liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

p 1/3− p 1/3 1/3

But I suggested above that it would be rationally permissible to assign credence 1/4 to
each. So Gallow’s argument seems to prove too much.

Let’s consider expansion next. Here, we face a problem. In cases of expansion, there is
no set of possibilities on which your priors are defined that we can use to define the
expected epistemic utility of the posterior credence functions, even when we restrict
those posteriors to the original agenda. After all, what is distinctive about cases of expan-
sion is that you learn that the possibilities that you considered before, and on which your
priors are defined, were not exhaustive: in cases of expansion, you expand the set of pos-
sibilities considered in your agenda, filling in part of logical space that you hadn’t previ-
ously considered. So one of the things you learn when your awareness grows by expansion
is that any attempt to define an expectation using your priors will fail because you do not
have priors defined over a set of possibilities that partitions the logical space.

So, in cases of refinement, Gallow’s argument says that we should retain our prior
credences in any set of exclusive and exhaustive possibilities. This is the norm that I
called Conservatism above. On the other hand, in cases of expansion, it supports noth-
ing stronger than Anything Goes.

4.6. Non-planning + narrow scope + pragmatic argument

The pragmatic argument for conditioning on your evidence is identical to Gallow’s,
except that epistemic utility is replaced by pragmatic utility. As before, we imagine
that you will face a decision at the later time after you adopt your updated credence
function. In Brown’s argument, the pragmatic utility of an updating plan at a world
is the pragmatic utility of the posterior credence function it recommends at that
world, and the pragmatic utility of a posterior credence function at a world is the utility
at that world of the option it leads you to choose. In this argument, the pragmatic utility
of a posterior is the same as in Brown’s argument at worlds at which your evidence is
true; but, like in Gallow’s epistemic utility argument, learning evidence rules out possible
worlds and leads you no longer to care about the utility of the option you choose at those
worlds; so you give every credence function a constant utility of 0 at worlds at which
your evidence is false. In symbols: if ac is the option that maximizes expected utility
from the point of view of the credence function c, u(ac, w) is the utility of that option
at world w, and E is your total evidence, then your pragmatic utility function is:

uE(c, w) := u(ac, w) if E is true at w
0 if E is false at w

{

And then we have:

(i) for any decision problem you might face, the posterior obtained by conditioning
your prior on your evidence maximizes expected pragmatic utility from the
point of view of your prior; and
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(ii) for any posterior other than the one obtained by conditioning your prior on
your evidence, there is a decision problem you might face for which that pos-
terior does not maximize expected pragmatic utility from the point of view of
your prior.

What about the case of awareness growth? What does the argument tell us in that case?
Unsurprisingly, it leads to the same conclusions as the epistemic version based on
Gallow’s argument. In cases of refinement, it supports Conservatism; in the case of
expansion, nothing stronger than Anything Goes.

5. Doxastic crises and the normative authority of your prior

So now we have met six arguments for Bayesian Conditionalization. And we have
adapted each so that it covers not only the case of evidence growth, but also the case
of awareness growth. And we have seen that, when applied to that case, these arguments
no longer speak with one voice. The epistemic and pragmatic narrow scope planning
arguments of sections 4.1–4.2 place no constraints on your posteriors after your aware-
ness grows. The epistemic and pragmatic wide scope planning arguments of sections
4.3–4.4 impose the Weak Reflection Principle, which places some constraints on how
you should plan to update the credences in your old propositions, but constraints
weak enough that they don’t give rise to constraints on how you should actually update,
and which say nothing at all about the credences in the new propositions of which you
have become aware. The epistemic and pragmatic narrow scope direct arguments of sec-
tions 4.5–4.6 place the strongest constraints on your posterior credences in the proposi-
tions in your original agenda. Since only the latter pair of arguments really gives us any
chance of establishing a substantial constraint on how to update in the face of awareness
growth, I’ll focus on that in what follows.

To begin, I’d like to consider an objection to Gallow’s epistemic argument for
Bayesian Conditionalization and its pragmatic analogue. I think the objection fails,
but its failure will be instructive. It goes like this: I start with some prior credences;
then I learn some new evidence; but by learning that evidence, I realise that my priors
are flawed because they don’t take that evidence into account; they don’t respect that
evidence; therefore, my prior has no normative authority at the later time after I’ve
learned the evidence, and so its expectations have no normative authority at that
time, and so I’m not required to pick the posterior at that time that would maximize
expected epistemic or pragmatic value from the point of view of my prior. So
Gallow’s argument fails.

I think this is a poor objection. Here’s one response: if you assign non-extremal
credences to any proposition, you know that your credence function is flawed in
the sense that it is not the ideal credence, which will be 1 if the proposition is true
and 0 if it’s false. So, when you learn new evidence and thereby see that your prior
was flawed, you really learn nothing about its normative authority that you didn’t
already know. Or, put differently: its normative authority cannot have been based
on it being flawless since you always knew it wasn’t. But, the objector might reply:
in the case you describe, you don’t know the specific way in which it is flawed –
you don’t know anything about how to rectify it, whereas in the cases we’re consider-
ing, you do. But here’s a response to that, offered on behalf of Gallow’s argument:
What is it about learning the evidence that makes me realise that my prior is flawed?
Well, you might think that, when I learn the proposition I do, and I see that my prior
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does not assign it maximal credence, I see that my prior is flawed. But why think that,
just because I’ve learned a proposition, I must assign it maximal credence? What is the
justification of that norm? Gallow’s argument provides an answer to both of these
questions. It says that, when you learn the new proposition, you adopt a new epistemic
utility function, namely, the one that measures epistemic utility the same way that
your old one does for worlds at which the proposition is true, but gives a constant
epistemic utility of 0 at worlds at which it is false. And then you note that your
prior does not maximize expected epistemic utility from its own point of view
when epistemic utility is measured in this new way. And, what’s more, it recommends
a replacement. It says: I was the right way to go when you valued epistemic utility the
way you used to; but now you no longer care about your epistemic utility at certain
worlds because your new evidence rules them out, so now I think you should
adopt this other credence function instead. Indeed, as Gallow shows, it says you
should adopt the credence function obtained from your prior by conditioning on
your new evidence. So Gallow’s argument tells us why I should think my prior is
flawed after I learn the evidence. But it does so on the assumption that my prior
retains its normative authority while it is being used to assess possible posteriors
using my new epistemic utility function. So the objection fails because it relies on
an assumption – namely, when I learn new evidence, I realise my prior is flawed –
that itself is best justified by assuming something that the objection denies – namely,
when I first learn the evidence and change my epistemic utility function, my prior
retains its normative authority to assess the possible posteriors and pick out the
one I should adopt.

Nonetheless, the objection raises an important point. In order for the arguments to
work, your prior has to retain its normative authority at the later time after you learn
the evidence. I think it’s wrong to say, as the objection says, that learning new evidence
always immediately deprives your prior of its normative authority, but that’s not to say
that nothing can.

In section 2, we saw that the problem of awareness growth only really arises for a
permissivist. So let’s suppose permissivism is true. Then, at least for some individuals
and some bodies of evidence, the evidence alone does not pick out a unique credence
function that rationality requires us to have in response. Let’s suppose that I am such an
individual with such a body of evidence; and let’s suppose I have a particular rational
prior in response. So there are other possible priors I might have adopted that would
have been rational responses to that evidence. What gives this particular prior norma-
tive authority for me? It cannot be that it has any advantage over the other rational ones
from the point of view of rationality.7 Rather, it must be simply that this is my prior; it is
the prior I adopted from the range of rationally permissible priors. Why does this
bestow normative authority on it? Well, because I inhabit these credences; I see the
world through them; they record what I think about how the world is. And, so long
as they do so, I’m rationally required to use them to make decisions. But I am not
rationally required to continue to inhabit them in this way. Things can happen to
me that shake me out of these beliefs, things that make me stop inhabiting them; things

7Indeed, if we follow Elizabeth Jackson’s (2019) sufficientarian approach and think that permissivism is
true not because there are many responses to our evidence that are maximally and equally good, but
because, while there might be a best response, all responses above a certain level of epistemic goodness
are good enough and thereby rational, it could be that my rationally permissible prior is in fact worse
than many of the alternative rationally permissible ones.
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that make me stand outside them and reconsider them from an external vantage point –
not, I should emphasize, some objective vantage point that gives a view from nowhere,
since the permissivist tends to deny that there is such a thing, but rather simply a vant-
age point that doesn’t inhabit the beliefs I previously held. Sometimes, I am led to stand
outside my beliefs by an unexpected shock to the system. For instance, crises of bodily
or mental health, bereavement and the subsequent grief, or political and societal cata-
clysms can lead us to stand outside the view of the world that we have been inhabiting
hitherto, and look down on our beliefs and sometimes abandon them.8 Less dramatic-
ally, the same can happen when we reflect on ways in which those beliefs were formed
in the first place. For instance, we might realise that there is a certain arbitrariness to the
credences we adopted at the beginning of our epistemic life and with which we began
our epistemic journey. And indeed, in a similar spirit, the same can happen when we
reflect on the truth of permissivism itself, if indeed we take it to be a truth.
Reflecting on the fact that there are other rationally permissible responses to our evi-
dence might lead us to stand outside our current beliefs and ask whether we wish to
retain them. So the normative authority of our prior is conditional on us continuing
to inhabit it; but there is no norm that prevents us from no longer inhabiting the cre-
dences we have and instead picking others that are also rational.9

Now, it seems to me that awareness growth might well precipitate the sort of crisis in
belief that leads you to abandon your prior and thus deprive it of its normative author-
ity. After all, the way you set your priors might well have been heavily influenced by the
possibilities of which you were aware at the time you set them. Becoming aware of new
ones might well make you stand outside the credences at which you’ve now arrived and
decide no longer to follow their lead. And, when it does this, the tweaked version of
Gallow’s argument will have no force, even in the refinement case.

Note that, while we might know that our awareness will grow in the future, we can-
not know in advance the specific way in which it will grow, since to know that is already
to have undergone the growth in awareness. So a specific instance of awareness growth
will come as an unexpected shock, just like the examples of illness and cataclysm from
the previous paragraph, though of course typically less dramatic.

Think of Jan’s political affiliations. When you come to realise that there are two dif-
ferent ways in which she might be a liberal, namely, ordoliberalism and classical liber-
alism, this could well shake you out of your current credences, because it makes you
think that, when you set them initially, you were working with a flawed or incomplete
conception of the space of possibilities. If this realisation does shake you out of your
current credences, then they lose their normative authority, and the fact that you maxi-
mize expected epistemic utility from their point of view by retaining your prior cre-
dences in the propositions Jan is a liberal, Jan is a centrist, and Jan is a conservative
does not entail that you should do that.

I think something similar happens when we are introduced to a sceptical hypothesis,
whether it is Descartes’ malicious demon hypothesis, or the automaton hypothesis that
is intended to induce scepticism about the existence of other minds, or Russell’s
hypothesis that the world was created only five minutes ago, complete with us and

8See, for instance, Havi Carel’s argument that bodily illness can force the ill person to step outside many
of their previous beliefs and ways of interacting with the world, bringing about what Husserl calls epoché
(Husserl 1982 [1913]: 20; 1999 [1931]: §32; Carel 2014: section 2).

9See Titelbaum (2016) for further discussion of cases in which we change our mind without the catalyst
of evidence or awareness growth.
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all our apparent memories of times before that. Having never considered the possibility
that the external world is an illusion, or that other human bodies do not house minds,
or that the world is of an extremely recent vintage and our memories beyond a certain
point are not real, I react to becoming aware of it by no longer taking my prior to have
normative authority. When Stanley Cavell (1979) talks of the vertigo or terror or anxiety
that is induced by your first introduction to a sceptical hypothesis, I think this is partly
what he means. The beliefs we have inhabited and which encode our view of the world
are called into question wholesale and their normative authority evaporates. Here is
Duncan Pritchard (2021: 8) describing a similar phenomenon in his discussion of
Cavell:

The metaphor [of vertigo] is apt, for it seems that this anxiety [that Cavell
describes] is specifically arising as a result of a kind of philosophical ‘ascent’ to
a perspective overlooking our practices, and hence to that extent disengaged
from them (as opposed to the ordinary pre-philosophical perspective in which
one is unself-consciously embedded within those practices).

In our case, the practices are the prior credences; inhabiting those credences is being
unself-consciously embedded within them. Awareness growth can often occasion
exactly this sort of philosophical ‘ascent’ to a perspective at which those priors no
longer have normative authority.

One other thing that can shake us out of our beliefs is the realisation that they pos-
sess a rational flaw. To illustrate how this might happen in expansion cases, consider
what happens when you previously considered that Jan might be a liberal, centrist,
or conservative, but now realize there’s a fourth possibility, namely, that she’s a leftist.
Suppose you assigned these credences at the earlier time:

Jan is a liberal Jan is a centrist Jan is a conservative

1/3 1/3 1/3

Now you add to your agenda the proposition that Jan is a leftist. Now, there are (at
least) two sorts of betting argument that I can make if I wish to show that your cre-
dences are irrational. The most common, as well as the most compelling, is this: we
show that your credences will lead you to accept a series of bets that, taken together,
will lose you money however the world turns out – that is, they lead you to a sure
loss. The less common, and slightly less compelling, is this: we show that your credences
will lead you to accept a series of bets that, taken together, will gain you no money how-
ever the world turns out, and will lose you money given some ways the world might turn
out – that is, they lead you to a possible loss with no possible gain. Now, relative to the
original set of possibilities – Jan is a liberal, Jan is a centrist, Jan is a conservative – your
credences of 1/3 in each are not vulnerable to a sure loss, and they are not vulnerable to
a possible loss with no possible gain. However, relative to the new set of possibilities after
the expansion – Jan is a leftist, Jan is a liberal, Jan is a centrist, Jan is a conservative – your
credences are still not vulnerable to a sure loss, but they are vulnerable to a possible loss
with no possible gain. That is, they are vulnerable to the less common sort of betting
argument. After all, they will lead you to pay £1 for a bet that pays out £3 if Jan is a liberal
and £0 if she’s not; they will lead you to pay £1 for a bet that pays out £3 if she is a centrist
and £0 if it not; and they will lead you to pay £1 for a bet that pays out £3 is she’s a
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conservative and £0 if not.10 Now, if she is a liberal, a centrist, or a conservative, these bets,
taken together, will cancel out and make you no money, but they will also lose you no
money. But if she is a leftist, then they will lose you £3. And this will be true whenever
you divide your credences entirely over a set of possibilities that is not exhaustive.11 When
you come to realise that the set of possibilities is not exhaustive, you realise that your cre-
dences make you vulnerable to such bets, and that should be a catalyst for replacing them.

So there is a number of ways in which awareness growth can precipitate a doxastic
crisis that robs your priors of their normative authority. Now, it is also true that new
evidence might provoke such a crisis and such a loss of normative authority. And so
Gallow’s argument does not establish that we should never update other than by con-
ditioning our prior on our new evidence; only that we should do that when our priors
retain their normative authority after the evidence comes in. Sometimes, if gaining the
new evidence leads to a doxastic crisis, we might abandon our prior, pick another that
we take to have normative authority, and condition that on our total evidence, knowing
that doing so will maximize expected epistemic utility from the point of view of the new
prior we’ve picked. But this will be much rarer than in the case of awareness growth.
The reason? We tend not to suffer a doxastic crisis when we learn new evidence because
we have typically considered the possibility that we will obtain that specific new evi-
dence in advance of actually obtaining it. On the other hand, while we might consider
in the abstract the possibility that we will become aware of further possibilities in the
future, we cannot consider specific possibilities of which we might become aware,
since by considering them we become aware of them. New possibilities, therefore,
take us by surprise and thereby lead us to abandon our priors much more often than
new evidence.

It is important to emphasize that doxastic crises and the loss of normative authority
that they precipitate are not all or nothing affairs. It is possible that some of our prior
credences lose their normative force following a growth in our awareness, while others
retain theirs. Indeed, this is by far the most common case. Certainly, if you become
aware of a sceptical hypothesis, that might lead you to stop inhabiting any of your
prior beliefs; it might lead you to stand outside them all and perhaps to start over
from scratch. But in nearly all cases, that won’t happen. Rather, the effects will be
much more local. For instance, when you become aware of the possibility that Jan is
a leftist, you have opinions not just about Jan’s political affiliations, but also about
what you had for breakfast, about your passwords for your different websites, about
your friends’ birthdays, their likes and dislikes, about the number of white rhinos left
in the wild. When your awareness grows to include the possibility that Jan is a leftist,
your prior credences in propositions that concern her political affiliation lose their nor-
mative authority, but not your credences concerning what you had for breakfast or the
white rhino population. In such a case, Gallow’s argument tells us, we should retain
these latter credences, since they retain their normative authority and we haven’t
learned any new evidence and so they expect themselves to be the best posteriors we
could have in those propositions. But for our credences concerning Jan’s politics, the
priors have lost their normative authority, and so we are not rationally required to retain

10Here, we make the usual assumptions of such arguments, namely, that, for any number S, a credence of
p in proposition X will lead you to pay £pS for a bet that pays out £S if X is true and £0 if X is false. Or, to be
more careful, replace pounds with units of utility.

11This argument is due originally to Abner Shimony (1955). For an introductory presentation, see
Pettigrew (2020: 2.7, 3.6).
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those. Indeed, sometimes, we will be rationally required to change them – this might
happen if, as described above, when we learn of a new possibility, we also learn that
our priors are suspectible to a weak betting argument.

When does a growth in awareness precipitate a loss of normative authority for some
of your prior credences? On the view I’m sketching, this is a descriptive question, not a
normative one. There are norms that govern what posteriors you should adopt if certain
credences retain their normative authority; but there are no norms that govern when
credences should and shouldn’t retain that authority. But I think we can say something
descriptive about when this tends to happen.

Roughly speaking, when some of my priors lose their normative authority after
awareness growth, it is because I realise that, had I been aware at the beginning of
my epistemic life of the possibility of which I’ve just become aware, I would have
adopted credences at that time – sometimes known as my ur-priors – that, when con-
ditioned on my evidence to date, would not have resulted in the credences I currently
have. This is what happens in Mahtani’s example of the singer in the shower, and it’s
what happens in my example in which I become aware of the possibility that Jan is a
leftist. In each case, I assigned equal credence to each of the possibilities of which I
was aware. When I then became aware of further possibilities, I realised that, if I’d
been aware of them at the outset, I would have divided my credences equally over all
of those possibilities, and that would have resulted in different credences at this
point. Realizing that, the priors I in fact have lose their normative authority and I
am free to adopt new ones, perhaps by setting my ur-prior over the new set of possi-
bilities and updating it on my total evidence. On the other hand, when I learn the pos-
sibility that Jan might be a leftist, and I consider whether my credences concerning the
rhino population would be any different were I to have known of the possibility at the
outset, I conclude that they would not.

For this reason, most cases of awareness growth are not very disruptive. They result
in some small portion of our credences losing normative authority, but most retain
theirs.

6. Accuracy and flipflopping

Before we wrap up, let me consider an objection to the picture of rational credence I’ve
been painting here. According to that account, diachronic norms, such as the require-
ment to update by conditioning on your evidence, or any requirement to respond to
awareness growth in a particular way, is conditional on your prior retaining its norma-
tive authority at the later time. And there is no rational requirement to continue to take
it to have that normative authority. Many different sorts of event can lead you to stand
outside your beliefs and reassess them. Now, suppose there are two credence functions
that are rational responses to my current evidence. I have the first at an earlier time.
Then, at a later time, having learned nothing new and having not experienced any
awareness growth, I come to abandon the normative authority of that first credence
function, and I adopt the second one to replace it.12 According to the picture I’ve
been sketching, there is no irrationality here. And yet the following is true: suppose
your epistemic utility function is strictly proper in the way that Greaves and Wallace,
Briggs and I, and Gallow assumed. Then there is a third credence function such that,
however the world turns out, the total epistemic utility of having this third credence

12In the literature on permissivism, this is sometimes known as ‘flip-flopping’ (Meacham 2014).
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function at both the earlier and the later time is greater than the total epistemic utility of
having the first credence function at the earlier time and the second credence function
at the later time. For instance, suppose I assign a credence only to the proposition Rain,
which says it will rain tomorrow. Suppose that, at the earlier time, I assign credence p to
that proposition; and then, at the later time and after receiving no new evidence, I assign
credence q to it instead (where q≠ p). Then, for any strictly proper epistemic utility
function, there is a credence r that lies between p and q such that, by its lights, I
would have been better off assigning credence r to Rain at both times. Had I done
this, the sum of my epistemic utilities at the earlier and later times would be greater
regardless of how the world turns out, that is, regardless of whether it does or does
not rain tomorrow.13 Surely it follows from this that it is irrational to change your cre-
dences between an earlier and a later time? After all, if you do, there is an epistemic life
you might have led that is guaranteed to be better than the one you do lead.

I think not. It is true that, if I were in a position to pick my entire epistemic life at the
outset, it would be irrational for me to pick the one in which I change credences –
where my credence in Rain changes from p to q without any new evidence – since
there’s an alternative that’s guaranteed to be better – namely, where I assign credence
r at both times. But, having picked credence p at the earlier time, and now sitting at the
later time standing outside my belief and asking which credence I should assign at that
time, this consideration is irrelevant. After all, I can no longer choose to assign r at both
times. I can choose to stick with p, or I can change and adopt q. But sticking with p isn’t
guaranteed to be better than changing. Suppose q is greater than p. Then, for epistemic
utility functions that measure the accuracy of credences, assigning p at both times will
be better if it doesn’t rain tomorrow, since p is more accurate than q in that situation;
but it will be worse if it does rain. So the fact that it would have been better for sure to
have r at both times does not tell us that, having chosen p at the earlier time, it’s
irrational to change to q at the later time.

7. Conclusion

I surveyed six arguments for the most well attested diachronic credal norm, namely,
Bayesian Conditionalization, and I asked of each what happens if we try to extend it
to cases in which it is not your evidence that grows but your awareness. This resulted
in arguments for three norms: Anything Goes, which imposes no constraints on poster-
iors following cases of awareness growth; the Weak Reflection Principle, which imposes
some constraints on updating plans, but little on updating itself; and Conservatism,
which places fairly strict constraints on posteriors.

However, I argued that, in fact, these arguments only establish these norms condi-
tionally. They only establish the constraint on your posterior in those cases in which
your prior retains normative authority for you. This happens only if you continue to
inhabit the view of the world that it encodes, and awareness growth often leads you
to abandon that view. I noted that the arguments for Bayesian Conditionalization
also establish their conclusion only conditional on the prior retaining its normative
authority, but I pointed out that new evidence much less often leads us to stand outside
our beliefs and reassess them than awareness growth does. So any norms that follow in
the case of awareness growth will apply much less often than those that follow in the
case of new evidence.

13This is a corollary of the main theorem of Briggs and Pettigrew (2020).
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In conclusion, our credal response to awareness growth is less often rigorously con-
strained than our response to new evidence. While the route I’ve take to this conclusion
is different, the conclusion itself lies close to Steele and Stefánsson’s.14
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